77 chevy truck

I have a 77 chevy scottsdale that will not start. I took the starter in to O'Reilly's to have it tested
and it works fine also I just replaced the ignition switch to a brand new out of the box one and
that isn't it either. I made sure the connections to the starter were correct. Could it possibly be
either the wires or the fuse box? I am completely lost Check for electricity at the starter.
Obviously it either has it or it does not. Obviously the battery cable has to be hot and have
somewhere near 14 volts. If not you are in luck because you just have a corroded cable at the
battery end. Then check the other wires to the solenoid when your buddy trys to crank it. Be
sure to use an intelligent buddy who maybe won't run over you. Electricity there says the stud
connection from the solenoid to the starter winding is defective somehow. Otherwise, thros the
starter away and get a new car. First I try jumping the solenoid. Use a screwdriver to jump the
upper battery terminal to the smaller terminal next to it, the one nearest the engine. If the starter
motor is good it'll crank. Be careful not to touch anything else otherwise you'll strike a nasty
spark. Keep in mind the engine might try and run even with the ignition shut off because doing
this also provides power to the ignition system as long as the starter is turning. After doing this
simply disconnect the negative terminal from the battery. Then disconnect all the wires from the
solenoid and remove the starter from the engine. Make sure to not to loose the shims if there
are any. You'll need to replace them otherwise you'll break the starter housing the first time you
try and use it. You can save a few bucks by simply replacing the solenoid which is the part that
usually goes out first. To determine if it's the key switch causing the problem have someone
listen for the click of the solenoid when you turn the key. No click means no power reaching the
starter. Replacing the ignition switch is easy, only tool you'll need to rent is a steering wheel
puller. You might need to bring the registration in to the parts store to get another ignition
switch, happened to me one time. Do the dash lights all come on when you turn the key? Does
the heater fan come on when the key is on assuming the fan switch is on? IF that stuff is not
happening its likely a fusible link has gone out. Typical GM for that era was to have 3 fusible
links usually attached at the battery cable terminal on the starter. If the dash lights and other
stuff is coming on with the key then its likely an interlock switch. On an auto transmission the
switch is on the steering column below the dash. Its the same switch that runs the backup
lights. On a manual trans its on the clutch pedal. Check the battery, battery cables, fuse could
be bad, or bad wiring. Also get a second opinion on that starter. Iv had them go bad and them
checkout fine at O'Reillys. My car sat in my shop for 2 months before I fanaly go a second
opinion on it and found out it was bad. Did you check the battery? Did you check the battery
cables? Has anything been done to the vehicle recently? How long has it been this way? What
made you test or replace the things you did? Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is
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